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In today’s everchanging world digital identity has become more of a focus than ever before. With 
Imprivata Education Services we can help you become an industry leader and help transform 
your enterprise’s digital identity.

In today’s highly complex IT environments, digital identity is the cornerstone of a modern security strategy.

Organizations are dealing with unprecedented complexity, with more users and roles requiring immediate access to 
applications from countless locations across diverse devices. As a result, traditional perimeter- based security models are 
no longer sufficient for reducing risk, meeting compliance requirements, and ensuring fast, efficient workflows for end 
users. In this new “perimeter less” environment, it is essential to enable, control, and monitor all digital identities across the 
organization.

However, formulating a digital identity strategy—defining functional requirements, identifying comprehensive technology 
solutions, devising a rollout plan—can be a daunting proposition. But their expertise of modern, identity-centric approaches 
to information security. This program will help grow your knowledge of the Imprivata Digital Identity Framework and enable 
you to learn from our highly skilled educators through the sharing of insights, best practices, and cautionary tales. Along with 
helping you learn all about digital identity and its place in your organization’s overall security and risk management framework, 
this program will help you learn how to develop a digital identity strategy and architecture for your own organization.

Imprivata Digital Identity Architecture Program

Imprivata Education Services offers a Digital Identity Architecture Program to help IT and information security professionals 
develop and expand their expertise of modern, identity-centric approaches to information security. This program will help 
grow your knowledge of the Imprivata Digital Identity Framework and enable you to learn from our highly skilled educators 
through the sharing of insights, best practices, and cautionary tales. Along with helping you learn all about digital identity, the 
program can serve as a career steppingstone, as you’ll receive industry-recognizable certification upon completion.

Once enrolled, you’ll start your journey with like-minded individuals during the Program Kick-Off. It provides an introduction, 
expectations, and timeline for your certification and graduation from the program. Following that, you will participate in 
our instructor-led Digital Identity Fundamentals, which help you gain further knowledge through multiple video conference 
sessions focused on:

• The basis for Digital Identity Frameworks

• Building a digital identity strategy



Imprivata solutions fundamentals

In addition to the instructor-led courses listed above, our Solutions Fundamentals classes will provide information on the 
following through presentations and hands-on demos:

• Imprivata Identity Governance – provides a 
policy-based approach to simplify and accelerate 
secure role-based and least privileged access to 
systems and applications

• Imprivata Mobile User Access – healthcare’s only mobile 
authentication solutions that enables fast, secure 
access to clinical mobile devices and applications

• Imprivata OneSign® – an innovative, award-winning 
solution that streamlines and simplifies healthcare 
access management by enabling single sign-on to all 
clinical and non-clinical applications

• Imprivata Confirm ID® – improves security by enabling 
two-factor authentication for remote network access, 
cloud applications, Windows servers, and desktops, 
and other critical systems and workflows

• Imprivata PatientSecure – the positive patient identity 
solution that creates a critical 1:1 match between 
individual patients and their unique medical records

• Imprivata Privileged Access Management (PAM) – 
addresses critical security and compliance challenges 
by protecting privileged administrator access to an 
organization’s most sensitive IT systems and 
digital assets

• SecureLink Enterprise Access – a subset of PAM, 
this Imprivata solution focuses on high-level external 
threats that come from an organization’s reliance on 
external partners (vendors or third parties) to support, 
maintain, or troubleshoot certain technologies and 
systems inside their corporate network

Your digital identity architecture certification has two options; a fundamentals certification or the architecture certification 
will conclude with a capstone project and an exam based on the prior coursework focused on enabling, controlling, and 
monitoring all identities to deliver fast user access, improve security, and ensure compliance.

Program highlights and benefits

We strive to instill knowledge from our experience and best practices to help assist, benefit, and educate you and your team. 
Imprivata Digital Identity Architecture certification will improve your expertise in digital identity fundamentals in coordination 
with Imprivata solutions. In turn, this expertise can further advance your career in IT security, while helping your organization 
maximize the ROI of its solutions.

Highlights and benefits of the program include:

• Approximately 115 hours of classes over six months

• Program certification awarded in the following areas:

- Digital Identity Framework Fundamentals

- Imprivata Solutions Fundamentals

• Supplemental eLearning library focusing on access, 
authentication, compliance, governance, privacy, 
privileged access, risk analytics, and security

• Access to the Imprivata Learning Management 
System environment



Imprivata is the digital identity company for mission- and life-critical industries, redefining how 
organizations solve complex workflow, security, and compliance challenges with solutions that protect 
critical data and applications without workflow disruption. Its platform of interoperable identity, 
authentication, and access management solutions enables organizations in over 45 countries to fully 
manage and secure all enterprise and third-party digital identities by establishing trust between people, 
technology, and information.

For more information, please contact us at 1 781 674 2700
or visit us online at www.imprivata.com
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If you’re interested in the Imprivata Digital Identity Architecture Program, visit our education page to learn more, or email 
training@imprivata.com.

Terms and conditions
The Imprivata Education Services subscription is per individual and may not be shared. Course offerings are subject to 
change. Course registrations are subject to minimum and/or maximum enrollments.

This educational program is not intended to be a comprehensive information security solution for your organization and 
shall not be used as legal, compliance, or other consultative advice for your company. This educational program and the 
associated certification are intended solely to provide information on digital identity in coordination with Imprivata’s products 
and services. You are responsible for consulting the appropriate legal, compliance, and other subject matter experts for 
interpretation of this information and its accuracy. In summary, you may not rely on the information herein as legal, compliance, 
or other consultative advice.
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